
 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

12 February 2018 

 

Rare elm trees could be about to make a comeback 

 

Thanks to the efforts of a Sheffield resident and elm enthusiast, an exciting initiative to 

breed disease-resistant elm trees in Greno Woods nature reserve in north Sheffield is 

now becoming a reality. 

 

From being one of the UK’s most common trees before the 1960s, the elm is now one of the UK’s 

rarest. All because of a disease called Dutch Elm Disease (DED), which has killed over 60 million trees 

in the UK since it arrived. 

 

Now the initiative to breed elm trees resistant to DED has reached a crucial stage, with the initiative 

establishing a network of eight experimental plantations across the country. One of these is in north 

Sheffield in Greno Woods, on a nature reserve owned by Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust. 

 

The Sheffield branch of the initiative is unique because it has been crowdfunded, and it is the 

brainchild of local resident and elm enthusiast Paul Selby. Paul, 36, said: 

 

“I have been interested in elm trees since being a child. I remember being very sad to see some wonderful 

English elms at the bottom of my uncle’s garden die of the terrible Dutch Elm Disease. In 2014 I made a 

specific trip to Brighton to see the oldest remaining 400-year-old English elms in the world. And since 

December 2015 I have led the efforts to save the now famous Chelsea Road elm in Sheffield from the 

threat of felling by the controversial Streets Ahead programme. 

 

“However, out of the bad can sometimes come some good. Through my work to save the Chelsea Road 

elm, I met Dr Herling, and together we came up with the idea for the Sheffield branch of the elm initiative. 

The local response has been wonderful, with nearly £700 raised in just two weeks to fund the project.” 

 

Dr David Herling is the national lead for the project. The work to both protect and bring back the elm 

in the UK has been his life’s work. He said: 



 

 

 

“The idea behind the eight experimental plantations is to establish a range of resistant elms across 

varying climate and soil conditions countrywide, from Exeter to Edinburgh. Above all, we want to make 

these new trees visible, so that all our potential stakeholders can make up their own minds about which 

are suitable for wide scale planting. 

 

The information and evidence gleaned from the eight plantations will then be used to inform the 

commercialization of the best new clones, so that one day, elms may once again become a familiar tree in 

the UK landscape. The partnership of the Sheffield community in this has been inspirational.” 

 

Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust’s Head of Conservation and Land Management, Roy Mosley, 

who led the efforts to prepare the Greno Woods site for the plantation said: 

 

“This is a really exciting project to be involved with. Elms are an important part of our natural heritage, 

so we're really happy to be able to support an initiative to bring resistant elms back by providing a 

planting site and a commitment to look after them until they're fully established.” 

 

The ceremonial first planting will be held on Monday 19 February between 11am and 12 noon.  

 

In attendance will be members of the public who donated to the crowdfunding, along with Paul Selby, 

Dr Herling, and Roy Mosley, who will all make short speeches. 

 

ENDS 

 

For further information, please contact Nick Howard, Marketing and Communications Manager at 

Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust, at n.howard@wildsheffield.com or on 07816 399711. 

 

Paul Selby can be contacted on selbypaul@hotmail.com or 07973 228365. 
 

Notes to editors: 

 

What is the initiative? 

 The initiative is an experimental plantation of a colony of Dutch Elm Disease (DED) 

resistant elm trees in Greno Woods nature reserve, just to the north of Sheffield. 

 The plantation will consist of three saplings of eight varieties of resistant elm, so 24 trees in 

total. 

 The saplings will be located in a section of Greno Woods owned by Sheffield and 

Rotherham Wildlife Trust (SRWT), who are supporting the initiative. 
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 The Sheffield plantation will be one of eight spread out across the whole of the UK.  

 The idea is to see if different varieties of the resistant elm do better in different climate 

conditions and soil conditions across the country, over the medium to long term. 

 The information and evidence gleaned from the eight plantations will be used to inform the 

cultivation of future varieties so that one day elms may once again become a familiar tree in 

the UK landscape. 

 

Why is the initiative important? 

 Over 60 million elm trees have died in the UK since the 1920s as a result of DED. 

 As a result, outside the cordon sanitaire zones in Brighton and Edinburgh, less than 1,000 

old elms are left in the whole of the UK. 

 DED is now endemic, moving in waves, and is still relentlessly killing the remaining 1,000 

old elms, as well as tens of thousands of young saplings, each and every year. 

 Mature elm trees are the host trees to some very specialist wildlife that only survives in 

symbiosis with them. The most famous example being the White-letter Hairstreak butterfly, 

which has declined by 97% in 40 years as a result of its host tree species dying out. 

 It is perhaps hard to believe that, only 45 years ago, elms were one of the most common 

suburban trees, and in many counties, the most common countryside hedgerow tree too.  

 When DED killed all those trees, particularly in the 1964-1985 outbreak, the landscape 

views of the English countryside, and suburbia, were changed forever. 

 People old enough to remember what the English countryside looked like then are now 

aged over 45, with most in their 60s, and memories of that landscape will literally die over 

the next three decades. 

 This initiative is the culmination of the life’s work of a small number of dedicated elm 

enthusiasts. 

 Dr David Herling is the UK’s leading resistant elm expert, and has worked with other elm 

enthusiasts in the UK, as well as across Europe. He has propagated and bred varieties of 

elm that are resistant to DED, and also with a form and shape reminiscent of native elm 

varieties. 

 The varieties have shown some early success as single trees in very specific cared for 

conditions. The question is whether they would be successful as a landscape tree, in the 

natural environment. 

 

The importance of Sheffield 

 Whilst the other seven plantations across the UK are equally important, the Sheffield 

plantation is different in that it has been driven by community effort. 



 

 

 The other plantations are on country estates and in national arboretums, driven by 

prominent people in the arborist industry. 

 The Sheffield plantation, in contrast, has been crowdfunded, and was the initiative of Paul 

Selby. 

 Paul has done so much to highlight the plight of elm trees in Sheffield, particularly the now 

famous 120 year old Huntingdon elm on Chelsea Road, at risk of being felled through the 

Streets Ahead programme, snd silver medal winner in the English Tree of the Year 2016 

competition. 

 It is perhaps only through community engagement with the project that the ultimate aim of 

elms becoming a landscape tree again can become a reality. 

 Paul is keen to emphasise that the Sheffield initiative has only happened because of the 

local and national community that has been forged as a result of the threat to the Chelsea 

Road elm, and all Sheffield street trees. In other words, good has come out of the bad.  

 

Other important information 

 The ceremonial planting of the first tree in the Sheffield plantation will be on Monday 19 

February 2018. 

 In attendance at the event will be: 

o Dr David Herling who is travelling from his home in Kent to witness the event 

o Staff from Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust, which has provided the land in its 

nature reserve for the colony 

o Paul Selby, the local elm enthusiast, and project initiator 

o Individuals who donated to the crowdfunding 

o Members of the local community and local/national media 

 The importance of national media covering the event is to highlight: 

o How much elm trees mean to people in the UK 

o The power of community involvement, and that good can come out of the terrible 

Sheffield street tree crisis, no matter how indirectly 

o The amazing things that can result from the dedicated life’s work of passionate 

enthusiasts such as Dr David Herling 

o That whilst this specific initiative may be for elms, with other UK species of tree 

facing new threats, (e.g. ash dieback and horse chestnut leaf miner), this sort of 

initiative is vital to UK tree biodiversity. 

 

Appendix B 

If you aim to park in the car park marked in the centre left of the map, there will be easy to use 

signposts to direct you the short distance (300 metres) on a footpath north west, and then north east, 

to the planting location. 



 

 

 

 

 

Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust 

Sheffield & Rotherham Wildlife Trust is a registered charity and works with the local community 

towards a better future for wildlife, people and the green spaces we all rely on. We are part of a 

national network of 47 Wildlife Trusts, working together for a better deal for nature and people. 

 

We take care of 15 nature reserves (almost 600 hectares) across Sheffield and Rotherham where 

you can enjoy nature and where our conservation work helps the wildlife you love to thrive. 

 

We connect people with the natural world through innovative programmes which have helped 

thousands of local people, young and old, improve their lives through natural experiences and 

outdoor learning. 

 

We campaign for a better deal for nature and people locally and in the wider world, challenging 

potentially harmful developments and providing expert evidence to local authorities on issues like 

flood protection and street trees. 

 

We inspire people to take action for wildlife and wild places in their own lives, working together 

with over 100 volunteers and 6,000 members to create a better future for nature and for people in 

Sheffield and Rotherham. 



 

 

 

For more information about our work please visit wildsheffield.com or contact us on 

mail@wildsheffield.com or 0114 263 4335. 

 

The Wildlife Trusts 

With more than 800,000 members, the Wildlife Trusts are the largest UK voluntary organisation 

dedicated to conserving the full range of the UK's habitats and species. Collectively we manage 

over 2,300 nature reserves covering more than 90,000 hectares. 


